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Brighten Things Up.

Dentist,

Brighten up the farm

life! Brighte; J
up the farm! Land sakes! It ousth 1
not to need brightening. Ik should b ®
the cheeriest, the sunniest, the happies
place in all the world! Talk abou 1
brightening up a streak of sunshine ο \
putting a polish on a beam of starlight
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Attorneys at Law,
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lier rick.

Ridiculous!

And yet, sometimes the lustre of th 1
farm life does seem to get a bit dim
: ΓΛΚΤ U. Ρ A UK,
Say, I know of a man and a woman whi
^
went round about their daily work 01 »
lOf.-ised Auctioneer.
the farm day after day for years, au< '
MAINS.
I PARIS.
never spoke a loud word to one another
crate.
Μ
Γ
Think of it! My stars! What a pun
ishment for anybody to put upon tbern
j. waldo
selves, and what for? The Lord onl] r
knows, and he keeps it to himself!
Then, too, the young folks on eomi 1
farms do not have as good a time a: 1
they might, and tiret you know, out the]
T. pie Street, rear Masonic Block,
drop and are away to town, to be lost it 1
NORWAY.
jnoia Connection.
the whirl of shams and foolishness an·
Γ
false living. Poor boys and girls, to gel
it into their heads that somewhere elst
is a better place to live than the farm
Norway, Maine,
How they are to be pitied! The woric
loses something every time one of thesi
young people pulls up stakes and goet
away to the city.
A good many other things come U|
Sheet Metal Work,
JEiLINvàà A SPECIALTY. tiret and last to bring a shadow over the
farm home. You know some of them
and you know, too, that most of then:
are foolish and uncalled for.
Sometime:
\L>> AND COLNSELLURS Α Γ LAW
Λ
in Europe wat
we think the war over
without cause: and one of the great mec
Rumford, Maine.
that it musi
over there, when he saw
LiENERAL PRACTICE.
come, in spite of everything he or any
do
to
could
one
else
Parker
T.
prevent it, brokt
Kalph
■"{« D. Biibee
^pauldin^ Bbbte
out into a pitiful wail, "Oh, if we only
10 1 y
had one day more!" One day more it
which to sit calmly down and think il
over and talk about it till it appeared ic
E. W.
its true light. Theu there would have
been no war with all its horrors. Ami
probably that man was right. It is thl·
getting hotheaded and springing u(
wl iurnlen lHX>ltS and WINDOWS of an> quick as a wink to strike somebody that
Lie or Style at reasonable prices.
brings most of the trouble in this world
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Also Window & Door Frames.
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awav
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to

are

busy days.

work before

the

Up

early and

sun

is

knet

grasshopper. Sticking to it
till the last dog is hnng, so that we may
get the last acre plowed and ready for
high

ι

to

a

the crops.

In the

house

everybody

is

just so busy, too. There are so many
things to be done! Seems as if the days
arouud in,
are not loug enough to turn
and the nights are merely nothing. The
little folks keep the steadiest of anybody. Dear little treasures! They do
not yet know the weight of care that

Possibilities In Sheep.
Whether or not the possibilities in
sheep raising are ever realized in New
England again will depend npon the advantage taken of the conditions that ex-

Ut now, and are likely to exist for eotne
years to come, as a result of the war
now dragging Its slow length in Europe.
As has been pointed out before, the
tieece of many thousand sheep is required to supply the demand for wool to
make into uniforms to be destroyed.
Probably the stored supply is exhausted
by this time, and this means that wbatever is required in the near future must
be produced as It is needed.
And herein lies the New England farmer's opportunity, not, perhaps, for any
great fortune, but an addition to the
present income from the farm which
will help materially on the profit side, in
the sales, and will improve the farm by
increasing its fertility through the additional fertilizer.
The writer remembers when his father,
a New England farmer, bad bis pastures
filled with flocks. When he carried hie
wool to market in the neighboring village, piled high on the wagon like a huge
load of hay, and how plethoric the leather pocketbook, now in bis own possession, looked when the buyer paid for it,
no checks, real money, greenbacks, gold
and shin plasters.
Then came the great sheep ranches ot
the west, where on free land hundreds
of thousands grazed, and fleeces, produced at relatively small expenee, went to
furnish the great mills with raw material.
The next chapter was the beginning of
the industry iu Australia. New England farmers, particularly those in Ver
mont, sent their best breeding rams and
ewes to Australia, some of them for
thousands of dollars. But even though
the present profits seemed large, they
were really helping to throttle their own

profitable industry.

Now, conditions have changed,

lne

has no more free land upon which
the flocks can graze. The product of
the Australian ranges is too little to satisfy English requirements. At recent
wool auctions in London, prices have
advanced beyond what they have been
in years. And in general this condition
will prevail for a long time to come.
Meantime, wherewith shall the world
be clothed? And the answer is found in
the fleece of flock# which should even
now be scattered far over the bills of the
Some farmers
New England States.
have caught the vision and are preparing
to secure as much of this advantage as
may come to them. They have seen,
have understood, and are even now
profiting by this newly gained knowledge of a quite unforeseen condition.
Others may do so, but they must first
appreciate the opportunity before them
and then make practical application of
their information.
Old agricultural processes are passing,
and in their places are coming new methods and fresh ideals. Many have caught
the inspiration of the vision of a larger
day, and are even now demonstrating
their value. In the return to world production is another opportunity, now but
partially understood, yet fraught witb
consequences scarcely to be measured.
And the time to begin is now. When
others are scoffing or dreaming, the
practical man will apply his knowledge
of the present situation and in the years
to come will profit proportionately for
bis foresight.—Burton II. Allbee, in
Maine Farmer.
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1 don* t'lnk a woman wha' hab chilien hab de right to marry ag*ln nohow."
"Why, Chloe, what put that Into your
headr
"A stepfadder air pretty nigh as
a
bad
as
stepmudder sometimes
wo'se."
"Come, Chloe, explain. What are
you drlvln* at?"
"Ef yo' marry Marse Chllders like

Secret.

P. A. MITCH EL

Deane

"was

Bitting

at

that appeared to be three or four weeks
old.
"Poor dear little motherless child!"
exclaimed Miss Deane, bending over
the baby and kissing her.
"Wha' yo' t'ink o' dat woman who
lef her baby to some un else?" grum-

bled Chloe.
But Miss Deane heard not She was
busy uncovering the child with a view
to examining tho clothing for a mark
of identity. The upparel was of fine
texture, but there was nothing on it to
give a clew.
"Well, Chloe," said Rosamond, "I'm
sorry for its mother, but her loss is our
gain. We will keep It The house won't
be so lonely hereafter."
"Ef yo' do when yo* come to lub it
somebody come along and tak' it away
from yo' sho."
"I can't help that I can't turn the

Cause Disease
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price.
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It

so.
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there.

and said:
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I
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Could Not.

"Now, what does your young Mr.
Brown make by lectures and readings
you talk so much about?"
"Nothing, papa. 'Virtue Is it3 own
exceeding great reward.' It shows how
good he is."
"Tut, tut, childl How can you expect
my consent to your engagement with a
mau who, as you Bay yourself, Is absolutely 'good—for nothing?* "—Philadelphia Record.

Balm For Littla Woman.
The Une little woman who weighs
only a hundred pounds can thank her
stars that she Is on earth. If she reelded op Mars she would weigh only
thirty-eight-Galveston News.

This la Rathar Thin.
"Say, old chap, tell me, what Is sheer
nonsense?"
"Why, don't you know? If s the kind
you can see through easily."—Cornell

I

J

Mr.

"Don't you worry,
out all rlghL"

Frank; it will

come

are you conlldent?" I asked.
"Oh, I don't want to tell you. In
the first place; something may happen

"Why

that 1 dou't count on, and. In the sec-

ond, when two i>ersons have a secret
If certain
it Is no longer a secret
persons Interested in my conviction
knew what I know they would spoil it

alL"
I begged her to explain, but she
would not, contenting herself with the
words, "Don t worry; it will come out
all right."
The trial nuturally attracted a good
deal of attention. Many believed Clara

but few believed that she would
be convicted because of a lack of evidence, for there was nothing but circumstantial evidence ngalnst her and
Hut If she were
very little of that
not vindicated I felt that her life would

guilty,

whirled on, one thought after unother
What did this
coursing through 1L
Why did not
sudden death mean?
Ciura announce It herself?
"Is it known what caused Mr. Davidson's death?" I asked.
"Well, sir, It looks us If he bad been
"Yes, sir."
There wus unother pause in the dialogue which was broken by me:
"Tell Miss Van Dorn that I will be
with her soon."
On arriving at the house I wus admitted by the muld and found Clurn
The
in the library waiting for me.
shades were drawn so that I did not
1 regretted
see her in a bright light.
this, because very naturully I was Interested to see in her features how she
bore the shock. She was calmer than
I hud exi>ected to tlud her. She looked
ruther troubled thun shocked or grievI put my arms about her and
i«d.
asked her to tell me what I naturally
was Impatient to know, but I was

the

the murder, and ball was forthcoming.
And now a singular thing came to
pass between Clara and me. I was
more worried than she. Tercelvlng my
anxiety, she threw her arms about me

receiver at my ear, too surprised and
shocked at the unnouncement to know
The tlrst
what to think or say.
thought that took shape In my bruin
was that Cluru hud no one except the
servunts to sustain her in her trouble.
My next was that her uncle must have
suflfered violence of some sort, for he
hud been In excellent health. My brain

murdered."
"Murdered Γ*

funeral

Davidson'·
last
will and testament, leaving Clara all
his property. As soon as this fact was
determined the suspicion she and I
feared began to loom up aguinst her.
We expected an arrest and were prepared for It. It came two weeks after
After

lawyer produced the deceased's

j

be ruined and mine would be ruined
with it.
When the cuse came before the
court not even Clara's attorney knew
her secret. He expected to secure her
ucyulttal without uny dliilculty, but he
had no idea that she would be considered guiltless by the world. The prosecutlng attorney mude the principal
part of his attack that the accused was
the lirst i>ersou to go Into her uncle'·
room after the murder and it was she
who had taken away the cup from
which he had drunk. Of course the
motive for the murder was that Mr.
Davidson was about to marry, which
would eventually give his wife a property that li:ul been intended for his
niece.
Clara came Into court with a wooden
box in her hand, which she curried as
though there was something in it of
very frail texture. She sat holding this

box in one position till the prosecutor,
having given an uccount of the deceased's having drunk beer the night
of the murder and told of the dlsappearance of the cup from which he had

drunk it, cried

out

dramatically:

cup?"
"Here,'' replied Clara

"Where Is the

in a contrast-

ingly soft voice.
Drawing a sliding cover from the
box, she withdrew a silver cup which

It had
smooth surfuce.
in the box eo that this surface would not be touched by the
vt.vimI
Tiikimr a majjnlfying glass
from u little bug she carried on her
atarm, she banded tbe glass to her
torney. He suw on the cup's surface
tbe Imprint of α thumb and three fin-

presented u
been placed

gers, the first two bones of the fore-

finger lielng missing.
Turning to tbe Jury, he told what he
had seen, and every Juryman waa permitted to

see

It for himself.

Clara, suspecting that the cup might
bear a clew, bad removed and hidden It
As soon as she was In
amine It she saw tbo
being perishable, she
the best of her ability,

a

position

to ex-

Imprint, which,
had guarded to
not even reveal-

big Its existence.

Clara was not only acquitted, but
vindicated. I have sometimes thought
that she might have let me into her
secret; but, considering the frailty of
the evidence on which'hung so much
for her, I have concluded that her pre-

caution was a wise one.
Her counsel, however, never forgave
her for not telling him wbat she had
concealed. I have never borne him out
In tills, for I think that If she had revealed It to any one I should have been
I should have doubtless
that i>erson.
advlred her to tell It to her counsel,
lie would have Insisted on examining
the Imprint. Who can say that In the
examinations which would likely have
followed the Imprint of a maimed finger would not have disappeared?

j

j
j

plate."
1
prosperity they expanded like stunted
"1 beg your pardon, boss," said the
buds, and a flower of romance bloom·
head waiter In considerable agitation
ed when they entered the theater.
"You's in Judge Hornbuckle's seat
fashThe play was a romance, an old
He's been eettln' there for twenty
'
set their hearts
that
love
story
loned
at
due
hero
anj
yean an'—an'—he*·
! to beating to a new tune.
minute."
And when the motor sped them
"I should worry," was the drumI homeward Ira Bump opened his heart
mer's only reply.
told her about
"Well, maybe you kin take keer ol to Freda Lindsay. He
1
and how a
found
he
had
nevei
I
ain't
the
boss.
pearl
you
guess
yo'self,
! Maiden lane Jeweler had offered him
Dat'i
has.
I
like
de
been befo'
Judge
1
»
$3,000 for it
why I'm gwine out an' stay In
over."rucus
blows
till
de
"I wanted to keep it overnight. I'm
kitchen
B inning ham Age-Herald.
going to take it to him In the morning
and collect the money," said Ira,
laughing like a boy.
Described.
Freda thought It was all wonderful,
,
"What sort of a fellow la JlbworthT
like a story book.
Just
"Very impractical· He's the sort σ ι
"I suppose you'll be leaving Mrs.
j
man who would elect to take a sigh
I Hecker's," she said wistfully.
seeing trip in a submarine."—Binning
"Not yet," said Ira.
ham Age-Herald.

B. CUNNINGS.

A ring at tbe telephone.
I arose from my desk. I was at my
Jillce uptuLug my morning mail. Tak-

was

stand It!"
"What became of the cook you had
Probably.
room.
last week?" asked the other.
8ally Gay—I have Just been reading
Mrs. Hecker"8 sitting room buzzed
"My dear, she was positively the with excitement when Ira Bump and that a well known scientist predicts
that man will reach a condition where
She couldn't cook, she broke
limit
Freda Lindsay rolled away in a hastily
he will be toothless and hairless and
dishes, she wasted food, she wasn't
summoned motorcar.
walk on all fours. Jack Swift—And
neat and she was impudent I have
has struck It rich,"
Oh, I "Bump certainly
will woman coutinue to pursue what is
reason to believe that she drank.
remarked Denton enviously.
left of him with the same avidity as of
I bad to get rid of her. Honestly, she
In
evenlooks
"lie
distinguished
very
was so bad In every way that I could
yore?—Boston Journal.
ing clothes," sighed Miss Petty.
hardly think of a thing to say when
in
"Oh, any one looks distinguished
A Church Caiion.
I wrote a recommendation for her."—
a swallowtail," retorted the salesman
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
( The word "canon" Is Greek for
pettishly. "They can talk all they "rule" and is itself derived from
want to about clothes not making the
"canna," a reed, which was selected
8hlrklng the Responsibility.
me.H
man, but they help a lot, believe
by carpenters on account of its
"Now, this is the way I like to be
In the meantime Ira Bump an4 straightness. Hence from a measuring
treated In a hotel," said the breezy j1
Freda Lindsay were becoming better rule It became a figurative rule for
drummer as he sat down to breakThe change from the measuring and regulating church doc"The acquainted.
fast in the PlkesvUle House.
of their dally lives seem- trines.
routine
dull
!
beside
my
morning paper Is lying
In the sun of
ι ed to work miracle».

j

By LOUISE

I "What is it?"
"Oh. my dear"—he gripped her hand ! "Some years ago uncle was Instrulightly—"I'm the happiest man in the mental In convicting a man who broke
Let us go and pick out the Into the house and took away the silver.
world!
ring. Would you rather have a little The burglar was sent to prison for ten
!
dlnmond or"—
That was alxjut eight years
years.
"Only a pearl will satisfy me," she ago. Good behavior, I suppose, would
«aid ilrmly. "It was thnt blessed pearl take about two years off the term for
i which he was sentenced."
which brought us together."
Although Ira never recovered the loet ι "Did the man threaten revenge?"
"Not that 1 know of, but I was In
pearl, he declares that he possesses a
matchless Jewel In his little wife.
! court when he was sentenced and saw
him look as much at uncle."

iîhould be delighted!
But," glancing
nt his attire, "I haven't anything very
rtplendid to wear."'
"Γ00Ι1!" laughed Ira Bump gayly.
"What's the matter with that pink
gown you used to wear last eummer?"
Freda blushed to think that he had
remembered her rose pink voile of last
"I will put It on," she said
summer.
hurriedly and went up to her little

my wits' end. They come to you as
experts, well recommended and all
that, and they turn out to be lazy and
Incompetent I declare I can't under-

|;MmUHirtrtiHHHirtiWrtrtrtrtiWrtrtiUli 5

doubtfully.

to take a little ride—er—er—a motor
ride In the park and then go to the
theater afterward? It would give me
much pleasure."
"Oh, Mr. Bump," she gasped, "I

the conversation we overheard gave
us a line on α (Kwslble reason for many
a disappointment in that line.
"Well. I am looking for a new cook,"
said one of the women, "and I am at

gave the police authorities the Information about him that Clara hud given
me, but they said there was "nothing
In it" Men are sent to state prison
every day, but they don't murder persons instrumental in sending them

j

the sight of Mr. Bump's new clothes
which had caused the accident.
Like an invisible mantle, an air of
elegance descended upon the table.
People were unusually courteous to
one another.
Everybody talked except Freda LindPerhaps It was the long day
say.
spent lii the schoolroom that was responsible for her unusual pallor, for
the shadows under her sweet pray eyes
and the sad droop to her mouth.
At any rate, Ira Bump was startled by her appearance and made a
mental note that be must do something
for Miss Lindsay.
IIow delightful It
was to be rich—richer than his friends
and acquaintances—and hold the hapjiluess of giving pleasure to others!
After dinner Ira paused to speak to
Freda Lindsay. He felt very gay and
excitable In his new clothes. He felt
actually reckless.
"You are looking ill, Miss Lindsay,"
"You need a
he said solicitously.
breath of fresh air after the day's
close confinement. Wouldn't you like

8tlll They Wonder Why.
The two women were discussing that
never failing theme—the incompetency
of domestic servants. And the bit of

Depended on It, and She

away.
"I've got to tell her," he said doggedly as he turned out his light.
I πι did not see Freda the next morning. He ate his breakfast hurriedly
and hastened out to put an advertiseobliged to draw It from l;er by quesment in the papers awl to search the tions.
motorcar be hud used the night be- i "There is evidence thut bo was murfore.
Jered?" I begun.
It was u very pale and determined
I "Yes, he was murdered."
who
met
Freda
man
looking little
"By whom?"
Lindsay outside the public school when
"We don't know. 1 will be suspectthe session was ended. Freda blushed îd." She clung to me, shivering.
when she suw him and put her hand in
: "Your
his arm with α sweet uir of proprietor"Yes."
ship.
"Why so?"
"i uiunt expect you,·' ene raitereu.
"îTiifh» louir aim made α will leaving
"I hud to come," said Iru seriously. all his
property to mo. Recently he
"I've had u great blow, Freda."
has been paying attention to that Sim"Tell me about it," she said quickly. mons
girl. If he married her naturally
"I've lost the pearl," ho said bluutly. hid fortune would go to her."
"Oh, I'm bo sorry!" she cried.
"I nee."
Π is heart throbbed faster as he felt
I was now as troubled as Clara, reher grasp tighten on bis arm.
alizing thut there was a motive lu this
"Of course I haven't got much saved for murder and that It would surely
up," he confessed. "I thought some draw attention to her In a very unilny I'd buy a chicken farm, but I pleasant way.
i-ouldn't just now, and it's 01.& fair to
"We will
"Don't worry," I added.
j ou to say that all I've got In the world doubtless be able to show that you
That is not were altogether too fond of your unis $1,500 In the bank.
much to offer you."
cle to desire his death."
"You forget yourself, Ira," she whis"Evidence to that effect would avail
|K.*red. "You count for something."
nothing."
"You mean It, Freda?" he gasped.
I was surprised at the tone In which
"But there won't be any farm, yet"—
It gave evidence that
she said tills.
"We can take a little llat, and we she had already realized the diuig.-r
I'm a famous housekeeper," In which she stood.
can save.
::he laughed, "and we can be together." I "Iluve you," I asked, "no clew to
"Yes!" he said.
the murderer'/"
"Unless you'd rather—not!" sbo said
"I have a suspicion."

diverted to the thick gray woolen coat
sleeve of his next door neighbor, Denton, the hardware clerk.
Ira lent first aid to the wrathful Denton. for he felt in a measure responHe knew and
sible for the mishap.
every one else knew, for they had seen
Annie's sturt of surprise, that it was

"Are you convinced?"
For reply she suffered him to take
her In hie arms.

j

thoagh.

There, alone at his desk, he pored
the milky, lustrous pearl that rolled around In his palm.
"It must be worth $5,000!" he gloated
as he wrapped it In tissue paper and
hid it away. "I shall—I shall buy an
automobile, I think."
That night when Ira Bump came into
dinner he radiated with an air of prosperity. He wore a brand new suit of
evening clothes, and from the crown of
his head to his patent leather ehod feet
he was unusually immaculate.
Evening clothes were a distinct novelty at Mrs. Hecker's table, and Annie,
the waitress, nearly dimmed Ira's sartorial glory by spilling soup upon him,
but happily the bisque of tomato was

what had passed since the advent of
the child and could not but admire the
tare with which the secret had been
kept. A singular decree of fate was
that she had named the foundling for
her absent frieud, its mother.
When Mr. Childers came the next
day, on meeting Rosamond he asked:

pocket

lost the pearl!
Like Cinderella, he was shorn of his
splendor. He felt himself sinking back
Into his old routine of dullness, and
And there was
his spirit rebelled.
Freda!
Ira Bump groaned aloud.
Πβ had told Freda about the pearl,
and he had given her to understand
that he would buy α chicken farm with
the proceeds. Now, without the pearl
he was not able to promise her very
much. He had decided it would take
several years longer to save enough
money from his salary, and while Freda was waiting some more fortunate
l'ellow might come along and win her

over

Rosamond i>erused the narrative with
ileep emotion. She wondered that her
friend had not given her a hint of her
marriage, but remembered that she
had no right to do so. She went over

and learned that he had been discharged ten days before the murder.
I employed detectives to hunt him up,
but they found no trace of him. ί

Was Wiie In Keeping It

Even then he did not guess the truth.
He believed he had mistaken the pocket.
But one after another proved to
be empty. His pulses leaped with fear
as ho frantically searched his clothes.
He searched the floor and the stairs
und even the lower hall, nis clothes
were covered with lint and dust when
at last he faced his disheveled reflection In his mirror, and the horrible
truth was forced upon him that he had

of the divers.
After that Ira ordered raw oysters
He
In addition to his usual lunch.
never ate the oysters, because he was
afraid of bacilli, but he searched the
shells carefully, hoping that some day
he, too, might find a pearly treasure In
one of the succulent bivalves.
And, lo, one day his fork struck a
round object in the bottom of the
plate of oysters! Carefully be picked
It out and furtively slipped it into hie
He was so excited that
vest pocket.
he couid not finish his coffee, and,
grabbing his hat, be dashed back to
the office.

her friend Rosamond Deane and they
should bring up her child together. He

not there—the

empty!

one

band was to take the little one to
America and leave it with her friend
When the child's
Rosamond Deane.
grandmother died he returned to America and, not daring to give up his secret to any one, had the baby left on
Miss Deane's porch. Ills father died,
and his son came into the possession
of a fortune. At the time of the father's death the son was abroad. His
wife had given him a sealed letter to
l<e opened two years after her death.
It was Inclosed to Rosamond with
the other manuscript. This letter expressed a wish that he should marry

SAMUEL RICHARDS
Optician
Optometrist

Block, South Pari·.

paper.
It was

sluggish blood. It was about some
pearl flshers In the south Pacific who
fought to the death over a magnificent pearl found in an oyster shell by

no fortune. The reply
"If you do your Income will be
cut off and you will be disinherited."
The result was a secret marriage.
The only person in the secret of the
marriage was the young wife's mother
A baby came, and Its mother died.
She had planned the future of her child
In case of her death before its parentage could be acknowledged. Her Iiub-

Much

39

tor I was called away to gtv® eouie Λrectlons and heard nothing more of tt
I took charge of working up a case
for Clara. I went to the penitentiary
where the burglar had been confined

go with him, and now they were en- though I may be considered prejudiced
gaged, and all on account of the pearl. In her favor in saying so, because she
Ile thrust his fingers in the pocket was
my betrothed.
where he had put it wrapped In tissue
I stood for u few moments -with the

The younger girls, stenographers
and clerks, smiled kindly at him, and
the older girls beamed upon him, for
he was a possible escape from old
maidenhood.
One day Ira read a story in a popular magazine, a story that stirred his

was,

he

front door engaged.
"I am."
"I must buy you a ring," whispered
"I'm Siynh, Mise Van Dorn's maid.
Ira as they parted on the landing.
Miss Van Dor» bas told me to cull you
"What shall it be?"
"A pearl," said Freda softly.
ap to so}' that we found Mr. Davidson
When he was alone in his own room lead In his bed tills morning."
Ira sat down on the edge of the bed
"Mr. Davidson Γ
and reviewed the events of the past
"Yes, sir."
twelve hours.
Mr. Duvldson wus an elderly gentleHe had seen the Jeweler, and after
tnun possessed of considerable wealth
had
he
find
of
his
value
the
learning
who hud no children of his own. Clara
gone to the bank and druwn some
the
evening Van 1 >orn wus his sister's daughter,
He had bought
money.
clothes—he had always wanted a suit- un orphuu whom he had taken to live
She was u lovely girl,
lie had dared to ask Miss Lindsay to with him.

his fellow boarders Ira was
looked upon as a "back number."
Dapper young store clerks winked at
each other when Ira came in, and they
were not above making jokes at his
expense, all of which flew harmlessly
over his smooth brown head.

American girl of

you?"

ing the pink voile proof?
ing np the Instrument, I asked who
Freda confessed that she loved the called.
quiet bookkeeper, and so it happened
"Are you Mr. Constable?" asked a
that they re-entered Mrs. Hecker's
woman's voice.

Among

be alone, to mid.
It contained a story too long to be
given here. The following Is a synopRosamond's bosom friend,
sis of it:
who had gone abroad with her invalid
mother, had met a young American
whom she had soon come to love and
who loved her. He had nothing of his
own, though his father was wealthy
and allowed him an Income, which he
was spending In travel. He had cabled
his father that he was about to wed an

35sssS "BS?

Her Secret

are

her quick appreciation of everything
It would be very
he said and did.
pleasant to have a little wife to adore
one—to buy pretty frocks for her, to
have her waiting for him at the door.
Immediately Ira Bump proposed to
lie discovered that
Fredu Lindsay.
he loved her. Was not his remember-

for thirteen years.
Now, Ira Bump did not occupy the
most expensive suit at Mrs. Hecker's
thoroughly respectable and unhomellke abode. On the contrury, he lived
It
in the third floor back bedroom.
was a large room and quite comfortable, for Ira had added many luxuries
from time to time, and it was $3 less
I»er week than the best suit, and that
$3 Ira placidly plnnted In the bank
Some day
with hiâ other savings.
when ho had to make way for a younger man at the office he intended to retire to the couutry and raise chickens.

Ills main object seemed to
wanted.
be courting Miss Deane. At last he
proposed to her. She put him off by
repeating what Chloe hud said about
Winifred. He uslted her if that was
the only» reason for her refusal of him.
Rosamond admitted that it was. He
asked her if she would consent provided he would satisfy her that his
treatment of the little girl would be
always kind and affectionate. She replied that no one could give any euch
assurance or, at least, it could not be
relied on. He left her, saying that he
would convince her beyond a doubt.
The same evening u darky rode up
to the plantation house with an envelope for Miss Deane. It was addressed
She
in Mr. Chllders* handwriting.
took it to her room, where she would

You Can Enjoy Life

"Very glad," admitted Freda.
"I am thinking of buying a chicken
askfarm. Do you like the country?"

glad

ed Ira.
'Tm a country girl. I'm a misfit in
the city," sighed Freda.
Ira
At that moment it entered
farm
Bump's head that a chicken
would be very lonesome and dull indeed if Freda Lindsay was not there
with her sweet, sympathetic smile and

Ira Bump was head bookkeeper in a
downtown wholesale house. He was a
little, round, roly poly man with brown
eyes and hair and a rosy complexion.
He had money In the bank, he was always well dressed, he was unmarried,
and he had boarded at Mrs. Becker's

Winnie that has attracted me to him."
"Fond o' chillun! Just yo* wait till
he git chillun ob he own. Winnie hab
to take a back seat"
Notwithstanding this protest Miss
Deane continued to accept the attenHe was evitions of Mr. Chllders.
dently a gentleman and seemed to be
comfortably situated In a financial
way. Ho was not a man of business,
eeemlng inclined, rather, to the agricultural life of the south. He said that
he would like to manage a cotton plantation, and whenever one was for sale
But none of
it was offered to him.
them seemed to be exactly what he

Maine.
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boldly.

By CLARISSA MACHE

you

e'pose I found on de po'ch?"
Placing the basket on the table, she
turned down an embroidered blanket
and exposed the face of a girl baby

Inactive Kidneys

W.J.Wheeler

Another.

enough he git all de money wha' yo'
put in de bank fo' Winnie."

should receive the surprise of her life.
Chloe, an old darky woman who was
born on the plantation, «.nine into the
room carrying α basket and exclaimed:
"Fo' de Lawd, Missy Rosa, wha' yo'

NORWAY,

Organs

He Lost It, but Found

—

"Good gracious, Chloel
think I'm going to marry Mr.
breakfast In her home In the center of Chllders?"
"Ef yo' ain't goln' to marry Marse
a Georgia plantation.
She was a spinChllders wha' fo' all de flowers he
ster, and as Queen Elizabeth was marsendln' yo*, I lak to know?"
ried to the state so was Mies Deane
Rosamond's blushes indicated that
friend
married to a girl friend. That
Chloe was not far from right. Henry
had left her some time before to take
Chlldere had recently come into the
her invalid mother to Europe. Letters
vicinity, had met Miss Deano and had
were received from the traveler postsoon begun to pay her marked attenmarked Naples, Rome. Florence, Lution. He was an attractive man, and
reThe last,
cerne and other points.
Miss Deane had not shown any dispoceived from a little seacoast town in
sition to turn him away.
England, announced that the writer
"Chloe," she said soothingly, "Mr.
would be at home "within a few weeks.
Chllders Is very fond of children, and
was
Miss
Deane
breakfasting
While
the gentleness he shows toward
that morning it was fated that she It is
Rosamond

Lowsst Pricss in Oxford County.

—jand

Ira Bump's
Treasure J|

mistress:

Well Kept

whispered

"How

who was dusting so

What makes

Optioian.

Pianos

day Chloe,

fiercely that It was evident something
was Irritating her. let out upon her

little stranger away."
But fickle fate, having brought a Joy,
hard on the shoulders of fapresses
We
turned about several days later and
ther and mother. They can be out in the
what you Wiiiit it to do.
fields, following the paths that lie along
brought a sorrow. Δ letter came anthe old creek or roaming the fields iu
nouncing the death of Miss Deane's
search of the beautiful in nature. The
bosom friend. It was dictated by the
birds sing to them and they listen, the
Ve soil thousands of them and we
dead girl's mother, but wns written by
(lowers nod to them and they nod back
never seen a better remedy f >r the
The shock to Rosamond was
α man.
again; the grasses whisper to them and
bow tla. Sold uuly by us, 10 cents.
severe and was the more intense that
they lean down to listen. So they esshe had expected any day to receive
Chaa. H. Howard Co.
cape the worry and the fret of life better
than do the older folks.
word that her friend had arrived In
But when night comes and father and
For a time she forgot the
America.
mother are so tired that they are ready
little girl who had come to her in her
to drop: when it is hard work to smile
grief; then suddenly it occurred to her
when nobodyand say kind things;
Teaching the Boys to Achieve.
that the child had been sent by Proviseems to think it worth while to keep
Jeweler and Graduate
Tbe country is rapidly awakening to dence as a compensation for her loss.
brave and cheery—ah, theu is the time
when links are loosened between the tho needs of its future citizens,—the Taking the little one In her arms, she
boys and girls of to-day. No longer are onroPivl Imr with klssps.
young heart and the old farm home!
in the commuIn due time u letter was received,
Oh, meu and women of the farm, let's they the neglected ones
bamsh the grouch! It kills the home nity, but rather are rapidly coming into written In the same band as the first
the
over
AH
prominence.
country
people
wears
the
heart
out
so
surelife so! It
and signed Edward Warlck, stating
are alive to the fact that to insure good
ly, and so surely makes the boys and
in the future, the training must that the mother had survived the
citizens
is
farm
the
the
think
girls
poorest place
α
few days and both
the begin now. Boys' and girls' clubs are daughter but
to be; and all the while it really is
formed everywhere to teach the would be buried in England. This woe
being
where
to
be
onght
happiness
only place
MAINE.
the dignity of labor a disappointment to Rosamond, who
must surely in sway! So God help us to coraiog generation
md the rewards which it bring*.
had hoped for the satisfaction of at
capture the miserable old grouch and
.nr. r.iiwHru j.
loom, superiniemiL'm
confine it to the very lowest dungeon till
least keeping her friend's grave green.
and
his
assistof
Cook
county
schools,
the sunshine of life comes once more
The clothes in which the foundling
To
ant» are doing some excellent work.
with its healing touch!
that
most of ne, Cook county, Illinois, means had been received were put away
WUAT WE SHOULD DO
Chicago, but a little study of the map they might i>ossibly serve as an idenHow can we do this? You knjw; so reveals the fact that it is one of the larg- tification in the future. Chloe was indo I! Wby don't we do an well a» we est counties in Illinois, and includes an stalled as nurse. Miss Deaue acted as
I .-.*11 not toon forget th· benefit* I derived
The right thing, the best thing important agricultural district. Here,
know?
''
Months passed without any
mother.
the uie of Foley Kidney Pills."—AL A.
to do, is just to grab on to ourselves and among the truck farmers, one can see inre y. Forest Grove, Oregon.
intimation as to the baby's parentage,
to
a
till
a
we
can
like
hold
dog
root,
in
a
scientific
tensive farmiDg practiced
much work and too little work
in every word, or wav. Here we find men raising two and and what was at first desired came to
to have about tho same effect speak without a stmg
Proper smile, even if it takes the las' bit of grit three
be dreaded. By the time little Winirsons past middle ape.
crops yearly, and their economical
η of the kidneys la necessary t>j
of this, dear >{oo<l woman. use of the land would
Ttiiuk
in us!
as her foster mother named her,
fred,
of
our
put many
ι health.
They act as a filter
John is coming ia from the field now dairy farmers to shame.
reached the age of six months she had
remove from tho blood poisonous
lie is tired. How hi» step* lag! Ile can
The boys and girls of this district are so completely wound herself around
matter which If permitted toj
η in the system leads to many
scarcely put oue foot before the other, Mr. Tobin's special problem, and already the heart of Rosamond Deane and
r.ulications.
him
as
he lift» he has done a great deal for tbem. He
{lis big boots almost Hoor
m on
Chloe that any one appearing to claim
Many nervous, tired, run-down
hi.s feet on the way homeward. Now has divided Cook county into five disr.r.
women sutfer from pains in tho
her would have been regarded as an
the
bladder
into
dress
and
get
prettiest
k and sides, dizzy spells,
slip up
tricts, in each of which is an assistant
muscles aad still you have. Kun out aud pick a bit of a
sore
a k η ess.
with the title of country enemy.
superintendent
rheiima·
that
•Ints and fail to realize
When Winifred was eighteen months
dia- bouquet while he is putting out the life director. Not only bas this man im*:n. diabetes or even Brisht's
horses, even if it be only a few clover mediate supervision of the schools, but old her foster mother received a letter
e.ise may result.
that
blossom* with a wisp of the tirst spring he must be an important factor In the
If you have cause to believe
postmarked Philadelphia that astonor
your kidneys are weak, disordered
grasses for a background. It will bright- social life of hie district. He has to be a ished her. It was written In a man's
active you should act immediately. en the table at
supper time and bring combination of county agent, school
been used
Foley Kidney Pills have
and an attempt seemed to have
old with
cheer to the soul of the man when bis supervisor, and social center organizer. hand,
by voung, middle aged andact
It stated
quickrest on them and he thinks you During the summer four teachers from been made to disguise It
complete satisfaction. They
eyes
relief
that a child had beeu left at Miss
ly and surely and have girt·
done it just for him.
have
are
hired
the
district
to
conneach
assist
U. case· ot l«u y«<U«' litauviiue.
And man of the weary heart and tired try life directors, so there are twenty- Deane's plantation whose identity at
South Tarts.
A K.3iitKU.tii «m..
body, as you come aloug, bend down aud tive workers in the field at present.
the time could not be divulged withgather up a tlower or two for Mary'*
This year Mr. Tobin and bis assist- out causing serious trouble. Δ change
little supper-time bouquet. Pin a sprm ants have been very successful in getting
had come in the situation owing to
of a daisy on her heart as you meet hei home
projoct work started. They have
demise of the child's grandfather.
Get a smile on your face, about 2500 boys and girls working at the
at the door.
was inclosed as payif it costs the last bit of strength there ir home, either in field and garden work, A check for $1,800
MA.NL'FACTLKEK OK AM) DEALER IN
had been expended on
in you! Lift the toddlers high above or with poultry.
In any case the work ment for what
Red Cedar and Spruce Clap- your head; God will give you the strength is purely a business proposition. The the child and more would from time
dc it! î>ay a cheery word to Tom and boy rents the land at the usual rate from to time be forthcoming. This was all
boards, New Brunswick Cedar to
Kit! Kind out where they have beeu to the father, plans the work and docs most the Information contained In the letter
Pine,
Shingles, North Carolina
day. Âsk them what the school or tht of it himself. In case it is necessary for except that the baby had been born in
h tve told them of life thit him to have
assistance, this must be wedlock.
and
Sheathing, open tields
Flooring
day! Put that miserable old grouch un paid for out of the earnings of hie gar"Wha' I tole yo\ missy?" cried old
Board,
Wall
and
never
him
oui
let
der lock aQd key
Paroid Roofing,
den. He has to keep an accurate acwhen the contents of this letter
Chloe
as
live.
is
tht
This
you
again as long
count of sales and expenditures, which
Apple Barrel Heads, and
known to her. "N'ex' t'lng
way of love aud peace and happiness.
is checked from time to time by the par- were made
come down
ents and by the country life director of some fine lady or gemmen
AND WE CAN DO IT
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS
At the end of the season with a kerrlage and carry de baby off."
Because we ought to do it and becauet that district.
"Heavens!" exclaimed Miss Deane,
Then he must band in a written report of the
we want to do it, we can do it.
entire project.
shocked at the mere prospect of such
never was a duty placed before us thai
This work in Cook county has one an event.
meet
we did not have grace given us to
feature—it is achieveIt sometimes takes every bit of thi very distinctive
From this time Winifred's foster
it.
Eat what you want and not be troubled
work. The primary idea which is
manhood there is in us to face the most ment
mother and nurse lived in a state of
a
take
will
with indigestion if you
instilled into every boy and girl engaged
when
the
duties.
Indeed,
place
tritling
An envelope came once α
in it is that of achievement; the profits anxiety.
life shines brightest is right down when
for $100.
are
a
secondary consideration. They month containing a check
these little everyday cares come face t<
are taught to accomplish something. The envelopes were addressed In difface with us. Anybody can yell tire am
each one who has ferent hands and were postmarked
With this end in
before and after each meal. Sold only
tight like a demon for the sake of haviu» been successful view,
is given achievement from different places, mostly abroad.
by ua—25c a box.
his name in the paper. But to get dowi
credits and a small lapel button as an Paris, Vienna, Berlin, Munich seemed
in the ditch, away at the back eod of tbi
CHas. H. Howard Co.
achievement emblem. These credits are
farm and do a good honest job—tha
to be the abiding places of the sender,
and have
takes real courage. But it can be done granted publicly every year,
one or two had been mailed in
to be close rivals to the though
come
[
already
mak<
Eyes Examined ior Glasses It must be done, if we are ever to
credits necessary for gradua- America. One day a letter came, eviacademic
worth
a life that is
anything.
The achievement dently from the person who sent the
tion from school.
Sometimes it seems as if we get th
emblem is a badge of honor which every- checks, as follows:
notion into our beads that we are here ti ,
one of the twenty-five hundred wishes to
It has been suggested to me that α poaearn a few dollars, to grow a huudrei I
and
win.
stblo taking away from you of the child
bushels of wheat or corn and then pas ,
of
left
In your care may be harrowing to
this
work
is
a
Cook
In
county
part
But that isn't it at all. We ar
on.
South Paris. Maine.
^ the public school system, and there is you. I therefore take this means of ashere to build up a life and help some
where it belongs.
It is educa- suring you that she will not be removed
consent.
body else build one too. All the sowini exactly
work
of
the
best
and other from you without your
tional
1
type,
and the harrowing and the reaping ar
know α fool man wrote
do well to study itclosewould
localities
"Ennybody
,
for is to give us a little better chance i
"He
dat letter," grumbled Chloe.
round out a life—a heart-life—that wil i iy·
sense enough to know ef one
hadn't
count in the day of the final reckoning
Notes.
The farm is the grandest place in all th
took de chile In one wouldn't want to
—
world to do that. If we cannot do i
her up."
gib
here we cannot do it anywhere. No ns
The individual hog bouse is getting to
"You're right, Chloe," teplled Rosanoth
has
where
the
absolutely
talking,
be a more usual sight. There's a reason. mond. "Some woman in his confidence
ing to do with it. The how is the thin
he was to us
Separator cream makes better butter has told him how unjust
that counta.
It's
So let's brighten up farm life a litth ι, than cream by other methods, because it to keep u*. In a state of anxiety.
a pity he did not think of It himself
and begin to-day. If we do not, mayb e is clean.
will begin.
Wherever w p
never
the first note. I wonder
we
By cutting down the shade in the pas- when he wrote
touch life, let's leave it better and brigbi ture, you are pretty sure to cut down if he is any relation to Winifred?'
Let's plan
Second hand Pianos and Organ: er and more beautiful.
the flow of milk. Sunshine is good, but
"Like enough he de fadder. He mus'
*
Two squan î smiles and dowers, and good though! cows should have a place to stand where be mighty mean to keep de baby away
for sale at a bargain.
we
tbem
bravel]
take—plant
step
they will be free from files.
A every
from de mudder."
pianos I will sell at low
cheerily, wholeheartedly and believe tbi I
"We are completely in the dark about
bouses
think
that
we
Don't
true
your
"maybe"
one
not
1
kind,
good,
thing
wil
single
lot of second hand organs that I
do will fail of bringing its fall reoon ι- are not too thickly populated. Know. the matter, Chloe," replied Rosamond,
Come in ani pense of reward!
sell at any old price.
Do a bit of figuring. No hen ought to "and there is no use in our speculating
Brighten up the life of the old (ari d have less than four feet of floor space. about It I expect however, that some
see them.
are better, and less than Ave is apt
Six
home! Do It now !— Edgar L. Vincen
It will be explained. Winnie Is
to work trouble. Have your hens this day
New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs
evidently the daughter of parents of
If
either
thin
them
out
or
not,
space?
A man who has been in the farm pou μ
thè upper social strata. At any rate,
Instruction Books, Player pia
build a new house.
try business for five or six years, tel „
whoever Is sending us money for her
it
as
*
on
nos always in stock at
looks
Some folks bave a nicer looking barn
me that he no longer
Half of what
use must be wealthy.
8
makes
one
that
"The
than house. Now, I like to see good
woman's job.
that are right.
we receive would more than cover the
β
ma
ft
be
a
whether
of
do
think
success
poultry,
really
barns; but, honestly,
you
her."
or woman, mast make op his or hi " it is just the thing to treat the cows, coet of keeping
Send for
>"
of
the
is
Miss Deane might have added that
it
one
and
other
farm
that
jol
horses
creaturee
better
biggest
miud
That is just what I hai ® than you do yourselves? I know what all the amounts received had gone into
ever tackled."
It costs a good mar y everybody will say—that the
house a savings bank, to be used as a dowry
I said all along.
folk·» lot of money to find it ou t> should be the nicest Then let1· make for the child when ah· should come to

Co
ν.Γιμά
hire η pleasant 1 i.tati7" that will
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"Would you know the burglar again
If you should see him?"
"Certainly. And there Is a physical
Cefect by which he could 1» ldenti-

Many Us·· of Graphite.
Few people begin to realize the range
of usee to which graphite la put, ik.y·
tbe Scientific American, for It Is ao
essential though minor Ingredient In a
great number of unsuspected connections as common as that of lead pencils. With many of these the graphite
man Is himself unfamiliar, beyond the
simple fact that this or that manufacturer purchases from him, for in such
uses It Is apt to represent part of a

led."

is that?"
j "What
•The forefinger of his right hand Is
[ minus the first two joints."
into a steadiness
Clara was falling
I was surprisa detective.
ed and proud of her. I drew her closer

worthy of

to me.
"Whatever Is the result," she said,
relapsing into her troubled condition,
"you won't believe I did it, will you?"

secret process.

Lead pencils, lubricants, electrical
conductors and black polishes and
"Certainly not, sweetheart," drawing
paints are prominent conventional use·,
her cheek up against mine.
to be present pretty
I took charge of everything, making but It Is liable
that antl-frlctlon, unafmuch
and
funeral
anywhere
the
for
arrangements
beat resistance, elecfording the civil authorities opportuni- fading blackness,
de- trical conductivity or noncorrosivene··
ty to investigate. One of them—a
a desirable property, and the fact
tective, I faw'ied—went into the room la
without graphite the derby hat, a·
where the body lay. Noticing an emp- that
asked why we know It could not be, Is an examhe
table,
on
a
bottle
beer
ty
of Its Importance as an Incidental
it was there and was told that Mr. ple
to
at
Ingredient
beer
night
drank
often
Davidson
Induce sleep. When Sarah told him
A Wonderful Railway Journey,
ihe had taken a bottle of beer to the
For picturesque variety and romantic
room the night before Mr. Davidson's
tbe panoramas running Ilk·
death the detective asked where was api>eal
filma past the
double
cinematograph
had
been
the glass from which the beer
windows on the great African
drunk. Sarah said that Mr. Davidson car
trunk lino can never know a rival.
Blx thousand miles, across sixty-five
degrees of latitude; a score of climate·
and the lands of a hundred different
peoples or tribes; the second longest
of the world's rivers and two of lta

either drank his beer from a stoue mug
or a silver cup. On the evening before
'lis death be had drunk from the cup.
When tie detective asked where was
the cup Sarah said she had not seen
it since she had placed It on the table

largest lakes; the greatest dam «ν·τ
bullt conserving water for the world'·
richest lands; the moet imposing and
ancient of all temples; the greatest wa-

the evening before.
I saw by the detective's expression
that he considered the disappearan·*
Lie
of the cup an Important point.

next asked who was the first person terfall and the most Important gold
known to enter the room after the mur- and diamond mines, and finally one of
der, and tho maid replied, "Miss Van the laBt great expanses of real wilder·
nées, tbe only place In the world
Dora."
I winced at this, for takeu with whut where the wild beasts of the Jungle
Wi&tw.
Clara had told me about her expected may be seen In their primitive state
train—all these are seen,
Picking Up Gossip,
inheritance it was an additional com- from α
j "My wife thinks these are strenuous plication for her. The detective asked traversed or experienced In twelve
times.*1
the maid how many such cups there days.
were in the house, and she told him
j "What's the trouble?"
"She can't be in two places at once, that there was only one. lie directed
j If she listens at the air shaft she'll her to search for It, which she did, but i Reason cannot show itself more reasonable than to cease reasoning oq
miss what is going on over the party was unable to find it
wire."—Louisville Courier-Journal.
Title was all 1 knew about this clew, things above reason.—81r p. Sidney.
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Kititor$ ami
liKOKUE M. ArWOOD.

West Paris.
Arthur Flavin is ill at the Central
Maine General Hospital, Lewiaton, with
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL pneumonia. He has been working there
and receiving treatment (or one knee.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
His father went down Saturday morn-

ing.

Pari* Hill.

TUESDAYS

ATWOOD

(Xckvale.
Mrs. Lucretla Thompson of Mloot and
Mrs. Orra Merrill of Auburn have been
recent guests of Mrs. Oscar Putnam and
Mrs. Almeda Richardson.
Will Dixon bat gone to Dover, Ν. H.,
to visit bis «later.
Miss Mary Gordon is attending Hlgb
School at Dlxfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Ortnand Chase of Rangeley spent Sunday with Mrs. Chase's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Dow.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Putnam and Vernon Farrar and Miss Florence R*cbardson attended Norway fair last .week.
Mrs. J. E. Dow waa taken very ill laat
Saturday. Dr. Stnrtevant attended her.
She is better at this writing.
Mrs. Natban Bishop has been entertaining her brother and family from
Massachusetts. They oame by auto.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1S33.

rim Kftptlst Church, Ηβν. β. W. r. Hill, ρ*βtor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
Sabbath evening eerv're
Sun Uy School at '2.
at 7 Jo.
Prayer Meeting Thursday eve nine at
Covenant Meeting the laat rrlday before
7 30.
All
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 p.m.
connected are cordially Invited.
otherwise
not

The United States Civil Service Commission announces that on Sat α r day,
October 23, next, an examination will
be held at Norway as a result of which
it is expected to make certification to
fill a contemplated vacancy In the position of postmester at the office in this
village. It is understood that there are
at least three applicant· for the position.
The old Carter barn near "Old Brick"
ha» been purchased by Alfred M. Daniels
and will be taken down.
Prof, and Mrs. William Roy Smith
closed their summer home in this village
and returned to Bryn Mawr, Pa., Satur-

FORBES
Proprietor».
Δ. E. FORMES.

L. J. Traek of North Parie hauled a
heavy load of corn to the factory Friday,
and after unloading stopped to talk at
the farm of E. D. Curtis, when one of
the horses reared up and dropped dead.
It was a good horse and one of a span.
Frank L. Willis returned from the
Central Maine General Hospital last
Wednesday, and is much improved,
Mrs. Willie also returned from the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Rose, at Kit-

tery.

40,000 Oet Free Timber.
Of the 688,922,000 board (eet of timber
out on the National Forent* during tbe
Suçai year ended June 30, 1015, according to atatiatlc· just compiled bv tbe
United State· Forest Service, 128,168,000
feet waa taken under free-use permit·
given to settlers and other· living in or
were
There
near National Foreate.
40,000 free-use permittees, and the value
of the timber they cut was 1206,464.13.
Tbe remainder, or 666,754,000 board
feet, was cut under ealee contracta, for
tbe most part witb Inmber operators,
but including 19,246,000 feet sold at cost
to farmera and settlers, aa required by a
special provision of law. The prices received for all sold timber varied from 50
centa to $4 per thousand feet, and tbe total value was $1,170,448.39.
Tbe statement shows that tbe Forests
of Alaska are furnishing a large amount
of timber for local consumption. More
than 37,000,000 feet, according to the
Forest Service, was cut unc'er sales contracts during tbe fiscal year in the two
National Forests of Alaska, and it le estimated that the quantity taken under
tbe free-use privilege amounts to at
least 10 percent of that cut under sales.
No figures are available on the Alaskan
free-use cut, however, as residents of the
territory are allowed, on account of the
relative eparsity of the population, to
take all the timber tbey need for personal use without going through any formalities.
Outside of Alaska permits are issued
to thoee entitled to share in tbe free-use
privilege, as a means of preventing its
abuse and to regulate this form of utilization along lines which will tend to improve the forest conditions. The material taken by free-nee permittees is restricted largely to dead, insect-infested,
or diseased limber, thinnings,and Inferior
species. Forest officors often set aside
suitable areas from which those granted
free use under ι be terms of the law may
help themselves under cer'a η genera!
rnles, but where green timber will be
cut the trees to be used are designated
just as in all timber sales. The amount
of free-use material allowed individuals
is limited to twenty dollars' worth year-
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map*, except a
Effia Prescott, 1st; Mrs. Leona Ridlon,
Moses Young, Hartford, 1st; H. F. Vai
subscriber receives b:"s paper every da
tongue ou the west border which is i
Han
2d. Sofa pillow, Effle Presoott, 1st;
and and early in the morning.
one of the New Hampshire quadrangle
ney, Sumner, 24; E. A. Davenport,
For Infants and Children.
®ears the
Glen Nason of Canaan waa struck
2d. Fancyl
For Infants ind Children.
J·'
The scale is "ppioximately an inch I
ford, 3d. Beef oxen, Moses Young li t Mtrguerite Hollis, Canton,
killed by a train at a crossing
J
instantly
dl
Constipation cause* headache, Indigestion,
»<
tin- tuile, aud all natural and artifici:
and 2d: C. H. Bonney, Sumner, 8i apron, Katherine Hollls, Canton, lei;
No inqueal
drowsiness. For a mild, opening mec
near Pitistield Tueaday.
zlaeM,
2d.
β
Col· ι
Matched oxen, H. M. Sampson, Bar γ,Μγ·. V. M. Perkins, Andover,
features of the surface of the earth ai
clue, use Dean's Bagulett. VoaQoxatauitor*
wm considered neceasary.
The members of the Ea'uepean club
are requested to meet at the home oi
Mrs. Barnes on Friday, Oct. 1st, at 4
o'clock.

Junior Church Social.

TUESDAY.

Something doing all

El. I. Flint î St.
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personality.

Let Us Prove It.

··

I

—

.Bichardson,

13d.
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—

reputation

Herd^

U

old,

J
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F. H.
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Jack Frost

—

Br"s

I

PARIS,

NoyesCo.

Why

supply

let!

frosty

D»'coport,

pleaws

fl.ifly

...

-..

72x78,

U

I

65c, 89c,

.....-.-

'Bros,

$1.25,

$1.98

fancy

fluffy,

pink,
64x72.

Markîbam Bro"., 2°i

......

chee^Lf; 2^î ferrà-V-r;-2l2i

I

I

$2.98, $3.50,

69

only

\

Bed Comforters

or

Quilts.

^

....

J

\
\

The New Fall Suits.

À.

_

j

NORWAY.

PÎXSÏÏ.

I

pleasing

Llfht

$12.50, $15

Whipcord,
$16.50,

Sen

Smart Styles in
Coats.

Huu^

I

Cald-1

$13.50, $15.00,

$750,

j

I

Bald-i
j
j

Maine

Norway,

I

Barn for Sale.

School Time

Again.

complete

j
Arthur!

Rockemeka!

Amasal
j

■

■

stock-1
lst.l

■

Grange!

j

■

Elî™^.

The Excellent Up in Maine
Leaders
and Rexall School Series
at cents.
PENCILS-lc., 2c., 3c. and

TABLETS

Your

competitors

represented.

I

—

Composition

savinq.
Do likeuhse

are

and
you
tVtll have the

necessary capital
with
toIceep

pace
them in business

$1.00

A BANK

ACCOUNT
IS THE

BEST KIND
OF INSURANCE

Come in and inquire about our
rates of interest and discount.

I

ParisTrust Company

CASTORIA
Tk· Klei Ym Hm Alwan Bswlt

$7.00

Citas H Hoirard Co
The

*ίΐ&λθϋ

SouTh Paris

MILLINERY

Storv

Maine

|

DISPLAY

Fall and Winter Hats

Savings Department

i SOUTH PARIS

I

eupplies

MAINE

/Jj?
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TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
Sept. 28 and 29.

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,
CASTORIA

TbUiYouijanAhrajs Blight
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The Farmer and the Banker
Are necessary

The

other.

to each

American cookery, cosmopolitan, as It
is in character, baa borrowed no more
valuable suggestion In the art of aeaaonneed
; log than the employment of garlio,
deleotably by cbefe
so universally acd
throughout Southern Europe. In fact,
It ia hard to recall any appeal to the palhas so long
ate in the eeasoniug line that
retained its hold on popular fancy. Garof
lic formed au important ingredièot
to the
aome of the crudest dishes known
In the book of Numbers,
ancients.
osChapter XI, verse 5, we read of tbe
teem in which it was held by the Israelites In Egypt, and age-worn records
made proud mention of bow this agreeable article of diet was freely eaten by
by Cheops in the
the laborers

Bank realizes this ami knows that the farmers in this
of reacan be helped on to success by the granting
time.
sonable loans at fair interest for proper lengths of
State

a
loaning of money by those possessing surplus
and
those in need of it is what makes business possible
are
We
always
enables the wheels of progress to turn.
farmer who
to discuss the matter of a loan with any

glad

to

business and has

means

back up his

to

some

application

Mr. Farmer, open

an

character,

as

well

farm,

as a

for financial assistance.

account and become

employed

acquainted.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Line

Vacation Shoe in the World.

Froth ingham,
Maine.

South Paris,

■slit

τ5

/

e

for green salads at the table, and for
some time I was at a lose to know just
how be acquired such an inimitable flaI watched the amount of oil, vine
vor.
how
gar, salt aud paprika used, observed
deftly the cold, crisp leaves were tossed
about, but It was not until I learned that
the bowl had been previously well rubbed with a cut clove of garlic that I
solved the secret. And right hr.re let
rue give you another very appetiz'<ng salad which is similarly made.
Salad Italienne—Rub the bowl vigorously with a severed garlic clove. Add
white pepper, salt, olive oil and red wine
vinegar. Have at band a few stalks of
cold, boiled asparagus cut in pieces of
the dt sired length, roundels of cold po
tatoee. a small quantity of green peas,
some Freuch string beans, a few slice*
of tiny French carrots, all of which have
been carefully cooked, drained and chillToss all these ingredients in the
ed
salad bowl, stir gently about until thor
•tugbly mixed with the dressing, then arrange on individual nests of lettuce
leaves and garnish wfTh small olives and

N

>

:!*Wi
Λ

•St

hi.\ïà\ss tind

rtridges

Big

Your

JL'ST

for

Game Hunt

game became scarce enough to make
critical about their rifles, sportsmen in every
community got to demanding Remington-I MC.
The demand for Re mi net on- U M C liig Game Rifles and
Remington Metallic Cartridges has In-cn growing ever since.
The lî^ uiingtoQ-TMC Dealer here in thi- community U the man to go to.
You'll know him by the Red
He know* w hat's happening ia the sp rt to lay.
Ball Mark <ij Re mingtun-L'SIC—and hu store is Sport-.men's Headquarters.
Sold by your home dealer and 680*
other leading merchants in Maine
as soon as

men

FLmin

\rm*-L'nion Metallic Cartridge Co., Woolwoi th

Bldg. (233B'wiy)

Ν. Y. City

Fall Lap Robes for the Team
or Auto.
I have them in Wool for

$5.00.

$1.50, $2.00, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50
plush $3

In single plush, $1.75 and $2.00. In double
All wool steamer rugs, $^.50 to $7.50.

00

to

anci

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELED & CO.,
South Paris.

mushc
Β
RogfinG

bought

a

full

car

load of the

times injures your stock.
Stock fence runs from 32 inches to 68 inches in height, J

height desired.

bought very low by taking
and shall make our price accordingly.

a

full

car

load

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST FENCE IN THE WORLO.

W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH

PARIS,

MAINE.

!

away.

Taking advantage of the retirement
of the Indians, the few remaining
aboard the boat pulled her again out
luto the middle of the river.
With the boat full of dead and
wounded, with only one or two able to
1
man the oars, the chance of escape
But fortunately they
was still small.
I were In the current, and the Indians,
! either satisfied with their work or not
i caring further to expose themselves,
permitted them to drift away, and they

I

reached a point of safety.
The Hettlers, having been roused by
the story of the massacre, went at

war

were

—

this sight, but those who have
cannot understand how white men during the early history of America could
take their wives and little children,
too, to make homes in a country where
they were liable at any moment to be

of themselves.

The water underneath the boat
to float her. and It
was desirable to disengage the boat
from the shore, in which event she
would float out Into the current and
beyond the reach of the Indians' bulRut If any one went ashore to
lets.
lire.

was

deep enough

Immediately.

Meanwhile the Indians were picking
off the men one by one. Every time

finely

PRINCESS POTATOES

Chop cold,

boiled or bakod potatoes
and cover with a good
very flue;
cream xauce.
Turn into a shallow bakinit-disb, cover top with grated cheese,
add a few bits of butter, brown in a hot
oven.
Excellent with Ash, steak or cold
meats.
season

2 cups sifted floor
1 2 teaspoou salt
4 lovel teaspoons baking powder
3 level teaspoons sugar
3 level tableepoons shortening
1 *gg
2 3 soant cnp milk or cream
Mix and sift dry ingredients. Work in
the shortening, using ft knife or tips of
Angers. Beat egg until light, add to the
milk, add this to the other ingredients.
Mix lightly, and drop by small spoonfuls
on a buttered pan, brush tops with milk,
bake in a hot oven.

mon

Some Stevenson Recollections,
Mr. Safroul-Mlddleton, lu "Sailor and
Beachcomber" makes several referj vnces to Hubert Louis^iteveuson. whom
: he saw ou different occasions iu Samoa.
uiuruereu.
Of the llatboat party two were on Iu oue place he writes:
"Stevenson was oue of those men
shore, the rest still on the boat, which
had been fastened to a tree by means A'ith a keeu face fchut made you feel {i
of α chain that had been carried around bit retlceut uutil he si>oke. and theu
the trunk and a hook on the end in- ; you discovered a bumau note In the
serted hi a link. The object of the In- voice that put you thoroughly nt your
dians being to secure the emigrants, ease, and as ho spoke to a German
the boat and its cargo, they made a sailor be picked up my vlollu and started to tcy and play some old folk melfurious attack upon the whole party.
· · ·
lie 8i*emed fond of lookEvery man sprang to his gun, and ody.
since in all there were a dozen guns lug over the ship's side, gazing out to
the Indians, who never wasted life In Boa, and up at the stars. lie was very
their encounters if they could help it. friendly with all tbe sailors, went Into
the fo'c'stle, talked to tbe crew and
retired behind the trees on the bank.
Then commenced a steady flre on ; was greatly Interested in ship lifo."
the boat. The Indians were protected I lu anolher place he suys:
by the trees, and the return flre from I "If 1 had seeu and spoken to 'β. L.
the whites availed little or nothing. S.' without knowing who be was I
Resides the advantage of likllng be- should have tbougbt ho was a skipper
hind trees, the savages were on higher or mate of some Amerlcuu or English
ground. Now one and now another of ship. Ills manner was easy—Iu fact,
the pioneers fell, but such was the ne- almost rollicking at times."

chopped
Salt, white pepper
they dropped a man there arose a
Cook potatoes in boiling water until hideous
yell that, with the loss of their
but
not
While
these are
tender,
mushy.
companion and the prospect of death
cook
onion
and
butter
boiling,
slowly for thomselves, froze the blood in tho
together, browning slightly; add parsley.
Efforts would have
Drain potatoes, sprinkle with salt, a pioneers* veins.
little pepper, and poor over the butter, been made to turn the boat so that
toss lightly, heap In -· shallow dish, they would get the protection of the
serve ve»y hot.
salt kettles, but any man who attempt-

^

vhtto

seen

inhook the chain he -would be dropped

SCOTCH CANAPES

!

able to touch his wounded heel
the ground, he crawled into a
thicket; but, realizing that the Indians
would find him there, he took off his
moccasins, bound them to his knees
and started to crawl eight miles to a
salt lick.
For three days he had not
Weakened by hunger,
tasted food.
suiTering excruciating pain from li*s
shattered heel, his progress was necesearily very slow, being not more than
to

!

1 cup blackberry jam
1 cup sugar
1 cup cream
4 level tablespoons flour
2 eggs, separated
Mix (Le fl.'ur with the sugar, add the
blackberry jam, the cream, and the yolk*
Line a deep
of the eggs .well bea>eo.
pie dish with a well-made paste rolled
thin. Kill with (he blackberry mixture,
and bike in » quick oven until cru.it U
set; continue baking in a slow oven unti
filling is thick and firm. Add a pinch of
■«alt to tho wld'es of the eggs, beat then·
to a stiff froth, adding gradually six
lev»1! tablespoons powdered sugar. When
pie is baked, remove from oven, heap
meringue on top, and brown in a alow

1 small can bloater paste
1 level teaspoon soft butter
1 teaspoon heavy cream
12 pimento olives, thinly sliced
Thin, crisp, whole-wheat wafers
Mix cream and butter with paste,
stand
in
refrigerator until chilled.
Spread xmall wafers lightly with the
paste and decorate with olives. Serve
before a formal luncheon or dinner.

1

—

Recipes.

cubes
2 level tableepoons butter
1 small onion, finely chopped
2 level tablespoons parsley,

ί being

j

riiMtarv

EMERGENCY SCONES

we

j

been captured by Indians and escaped. i half a mile an hour.
As soon as the boat came Into the backOne night—It was the second after
waters on the shore, where it could he coinment'ed his tortoise
Journej
E>e
brought again i while lying near a trail he heard the
only with difficulty
1
into the current, it would l>e attacked sound of horse's hoofs. He called for
by Indians who had been concealed on help, whereupon the sounds were
the shore. In time this stratejrem be- ! heard
going uway from him. This
came known to the whites, and they
was naturally a bitter disappointment.
would refuse to listen to the decoy's Crist
lay where he was, intending to repleading. Yet there were times when : su me his Journey In the morning, hopwas
dethe pleader was sincere and
retain
, ing against hope that he would
nied rescue.
! the strength to finish it.
Other devices were resorted to by ' The horseman who had
passed, hearthe Indians to lure the flatboatmen to
lug a voice in the wood, either from
the shore that they might be murdered fear of an
enemy or superstition hurand plundered. Game was plentiful in ried on
and. riding to a settlement, rewould
red
men
imand
the
the forests,
The settlers,
! ported his experience.
itate the sounds made by animals or
realizing that some white man might
birds. The wild turkey, which was ob- ! be
needing assistance, formed a posse
tainable in America till the middle or and rode out to where the voice was
!
latter part of the nineteenth century,
heard.
There they found Crist exwas a coveted meat by these pioneers,
hausted and brought him in.
and often when the gobble was hear.l
The story of the woman of the party
the boat would be steered to shore and
is given In a few words, and yet it
a hunting party sent for the birds.
ί must have beeu a long and harrowing
In 1788 Ilenry Crist and Solomon I
She was carried to Canada and
one.
Spears, engaged in obtaining salt from 1 ransomed
by a trader. In this senthe Kentucky licks, with a party of thirWhat
tence her story is summarized.
teen whites, including one woman, left
she suffered during that long Journey
down
the
Ohio
Louisville and floated
of hundreds of miles and how her captill they reached the mouth of Salt riv!
tors treated her are among the dread
er, which they ascended by the back- 1
Btories of that thrilling period. "Taken
water. Scouts were sent ashore on the
to Canada and ransomed by a trader
near bank of Salt river while the boat
there is scarcely enough of it for an
moved slowly onward. On the mornAnd yet *ho
on α tombstone.
epitaph
this
of
ascent
of
second
the
ing
day
knows but thut in some old trunk, in
the boat was landed and preparations
! a· dingy garret a yellow manuscript
The gobwere made for breakfast.
! lies hidden which now and again
bling of the wild turkey was heard In
through successive generations some
the woods, and two of the crew went
descendant of that woman may take
ashore with their guns to secure a bird
out, peruse and put back to be read
or two for the meal.
! later on by some other of her protreny?
Now, these persons had seen indicaIf In the story of these fiatboatmen
tions of the presence of Indians and
we are impressed with their hardiknew that the gobbling of the turkey
attenBut hood one other item arrests our
was α common decoy with them.
! tion. It is that twelve white men and
not stopping to deliberate they fell
Into the trap. Scarcely had they reach- lue white woman defended themselves
ι
ed the shore when more than a hun- against 12<> Indians for an hour, the
I enemy being at*>ve them on the bank
dred Indians sprang forward.
Whoever has seen an Indian painted and protected by trees, and that the
for war, his features made savage by wldtes succeeded in loosening ^fieir
the colored lines drawn upon them, can boat and pulling it out into the stream.
Imagine the terror Inspired by the at- Later these same Indians, or a large
tack.
Few persons now living have part of them, were put to flight by two

POTATOES, EPICURE
5 small potatoes, cut in 14 inch

receive before May 1st This is an electric
and
has stood the test for years. It couts no
welded fence
more than the inhuman barbed wire fence which so many

A.

The main avenue to the con-

S. P. Maxim & Son

we shall

Remember

west.

Unfortunately for the whites the boat
lay with Its bow to the shore, and the
wilt kettles had been placed along the
«îUles. leaving an open space through
which the Indians sent a destructive

PITTSBURGH PERFECT FENCE

any

The boye of the first half of the nineteenth century read Indian stories of
what may now t>e called the easterly

Economical

FENCE MADE!

poultry fence in

|
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cessity ft τ every man to stand by his
rille that the killed were not heeded
and the wounded were left to take care

THE BEST WIRE

which

<

f

the flatboats. There were also renegade whites who served the same purThese whites would hall a flatpose.
boat and beg the emigrants to take
them aboard, saying that they had

High grade and

r>·^

we have

By DWIQHT NORWOOD

ο

♦
τ
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QUICK GINGERBREAD
1 cup molasses
1 level teaspoou scda
2 tablespoons boiling water
12 cup thick sour cream
1-4 *oant cup brown sugar
112 cup-· flour
2 level teaspoons ginger
1 3 level teaspoon salt
D<s«olve the so^ia in the boiling wa'er
$1.60,-1.90,-2.25 per square Heat
the molasses slightly, and add the
dissolved soda, pour this over the soui
SOLD ONLY BY
cream, add the miliar, mix and stir in
gradually the flour. Beat well, poui
into a square greased pan, and bake in a
moderate oven about 30 minutes. The
Maine batter should not be too stiff. Serve
South Paris,
warm.
With cream, plain or whipped,
this makes an excellent but simple dessert for luncheon or dinner,

Perfect Fence

price

►

they took prisoners they would comthem to act as decoys to emigrants

oven.

Pittsburgh

At a very low

«

pel

ULACKliERRY CBBAM ΓΙΕ

NORWAY, MAINE.

STREET,

IVIAIIN

« ►
< >

fertile in stratagem, as
all red men have always been. When

ly rubbed ou both sides with a split garlic clove, broiled evenly over a bed of
hot coals, dusted with pepper, salt, a
dash of lemon juice if liked, d<>trpd with
butter, and then sent to the table gar
nisbed with fresh paisley, is, indeed,
toothsome enough to grace tbe feast of
any modern Lucullus.
Pot roasts, numberless varieties of
soups, and many of the cheaper cuts of
meats, are lifted from the mediocre by
this delicious seasoning which must be
used only in such quantities as will not
mask the original flavor but simply ac
centuate its goodness.
Not only in the preparation of meats
and fowls will garlic find au unrivalhd
welcome. Its palatable flavor lends it-elf as acceptably to many fish dishes.
In using garlic, we must remember
that we are employing not merely a remarkable flavoring ingredient, but a natural aid (o the digestion—an article posessing rich medicinal properties, which
-orne of our leading medical specialists
the inroads of
are oow using to check
the great white plague.
A teaspoonful of garlic juice contains
about two drops of Allyl Sulphide, tbe
curative agent which is said to poison
the bacilli of this dread disease. While
this is present to some extent in all the
lesser representatives of tbe onion family, shallots, chives, leeks, etc garlic uuquestionably cjntaius the highest percentage of it.
It would therefore seem both as an
efficacious food and a seasoning that the
ouion and Its powerful ally, garlic, de
a healthful
serve a prominent place in

$7.50.

James N. Favor,
91

|f

ley and

decided improvement.
A thick poiter house steak, thorough·

Cr

j ; A True Story of the Ohio Valley
I : In the Eighteenth Century,

£

Hostile Indians infested the Ohio val-

anchovies.
A tiny suggestion of garlic added to
the bread dressing for a boned leg of
lamb or the stuffiug for veal will be
found to impart an immeasurably good
flavor to tbe meat. Likewise a bit of
garlic rubbed over the surface of a chickwill be pronounced a
en to be roasted

■Ρ Ί'μΙ

Ρ-

¥

►
< ►

the river and flee for their lives.
But the current carried them to β
position farther downstream where
they would again be within range of
I the Indians' rifles. Running down the
bank, yelling as only savages could
yell, they again attacked the whites,
ι Two of the men who had been spared
I to flght, Crepps and Crist, each seizing
ι a rifle, ascended the bank. The Indians
! fired a volley at them and fell back
jinto a ravine, putting a bullet Into
I Crepps' side and crushing Crist s heel,
Another man who had followed the
1
two Into the fight returned to the boat
I and reported that he had left his companions on the shore powerless to get

once to the scene of the final encounter
bringiug out the savoriness of his me*t ended the tide of emigration to these
the two men who had fallen,
dishes, and gradually we have acquired states commenced. From Pittsburgh i to rescue
found to be mortally
was
the art. It lies in using just a mere to its confluence with the
the Crepps
Mississippi
I wounded. He was brought away, but
suspicion of garlic.
with the fiatboat of
At one home where I visit it is th< Ohio was dotted
died during his removal. Crist's efTorts
custom of the host to m:x the dressing the period.
Not
; to save himself were thrilling.

For Men, Women and Children,

0.

4

cookery."
ritory in that region.
Without question, it is the French
As soon as the Revolutionary
chef who is au unsurpassed adept in

Outing Shoes

W.

spare η moment to count the
dead and wounded. Five of the party
i were killed outright and four woundied. Solomon Spears was mortally
wounded. lie urged the survivors to
pull the boat to the opposite side of

of

Of

Best

THE
1
IFLATBOATMEN

I could

quest of this same region, later called
construction of bis pyramid.
While the rose and acanthus blossom the middle west was through the Ohio
yielded to the early Greeks and Romans valley and the tributaries of that
tbe inspiration of their most graceful
stream. The stories these boys read
architecture, it was undoubtedly the
largely consumed quantities of garlic were not the fictitious tales their chilthat kept their soldier· and sailors in dren or grandchildren perused in the
good woking trim, for garlic contains a latter part of the same century of the
volatile oil, called Aliyl Sulphide, which
has strong stomachic properties, and acts red man of the "plaine" or the Rocky
excretory mountains, but real happenings to pioas a Une stimulant on all the
organs.
neers passing down "La belle riviere,"
On its merits as a seasoning garlic has
as the early French settlers called the
won its inalienable place in American
Oue of the greatest of French Ohio river, to open up what became
dishes
epicures was wont to call it—"The soul Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana and other ter-

in grantThe Bank always takes care of its depositors first,
and
affairs
financial
ing loans, and the knowledge of your
the
enables
a
are
depositor
character gu'ued while you
are in
when
you
loan
you money
Bank to more readily
need of financial tssistance.

Belgrade

The Value of Oood Seasoning.

j

Norway National

The

HOMEMAKEKS" COLUMN.

ed to use au oar for the purpose must
stand up to be shot down.
Solomon Spears and several others
were killed, and it looked as If tho
whole party would fall before the red
men. Λ man named Foeset, one of the
WW who had gone ashore, had suffered
α broken arm from a bullet, but had
retreated to the boat. Not being able
te hold a rifle, he busied himself by
trj'luK to loose the chain. Taking a
pole, he lay low In the bow and enleavored to force the hook out of tho
link with the pole's end, but he only
lrove It inward. Finally with a short
the cutting of a
projection caused
branch from the pole he succeeded In
removing the hook from the link.
What must have been the feelings of
hose who yet lived on the boat to see
he chain unwound from the tree and
mttle down the bank Into the water!
Would the eddy have sufficient force
ο carry the boat out Into the current?
SVould the chain retard her sufficiently
ο prevent her moving?
One of the
ι nen sprang to an oar which he could
vork overhead without exposing hlm, ielf to the enemy's flre and succeeded
η working the boat out Into the current.
For the first time since the flght
x*an V) hour Lfiorfl gioM

by

<

j

Inatlnct Vtraua Raaaon.
There has been current In England
*f recent years a reaction against reason, an avowed worship of Instinct
and tradition and even prejudice. The
doctrines of this reaction are In themselves fascinating, and they have been
preached by fascinating writers. The
way of instinct and old habit Is so full
of ease, so facile and strong and untroubled! Look at the faces of men
who are wrapped up in some natural
and instinctive purpose Look at a dog
chasing his prey, a lover pursuing his
beloved, a baud of vigorous men advancing to battle, a crowd of friends
drinking and laughing. That shows
us, say the writers aforesaid, what life
"Let
can Im> and what it ought to be.

j

arming and Inuring ourselves against
these sleepless and implacable but asdoomed enemies of our kind.—
Dr. C. W. 8a lee by in Youth's Companion.

suredly

not think and question," they say.
"Let us be healthy and direct, not fret
against the main current of Instinctive

feeling and tradition."

—

IDjmgaroua
more

than the warmth of the human

body—it begins to decompose.
Tons of nitroglycerin are turned

out

every day, for It is the explosive from
which guncotton lu made. But all tho
mixing vats art? artificially cooled by
coils of cold water pipes.
The cleaner nitroglycerin Is made
the less the danger. Consequently it
undergoes any number of washings be-

In the earlier
fore it is lit for use.
days of its manufacture nitroglycerin
waste water was allowed to run away
through open drains, or into streams.
It was not realized that this waste constituted a source of danger until, one
day, a llasih of lightning, striking
ground near a factory, which was soaked with this .compound, caused a fearΛ cavity twenty feet
ful explosion.
deep was blown In the earth, and tho
factory itself, although fully 200 yards
awuy, was practically demolished.—
London Answers.

fire and smashed up with heavy
Ammunition is destroyed
by placing it In a deep pit and setting
It on (lie. Telegraph wires are cut up
Into small pieces and the poles cut
London Exdown and broken up.
over a

hammers.

—

press,
Let Them Hunt For It.
A minister lu a local church known
for his absent mindfulness by the members of his own family, but not to his
congregation, saved himself from complote exposure at a recent service by
his quick wit.
lie had studied his sermon carefully,
but had neglected to make any notations of tho number of the chapter and
from which
In the pulpit he
and then stopped
gregation waited
verse

the text was taken.
announced the text
short while the conto hear from what

place In the Bible It was taken.
As he noticed absence of notes to this
fact he quickly announced, "I'm going
to give you a week to Hud from what
chapter and verse this phrase was
taken." Bo was exposure averted.—
Columbus Dispatch.

Titles of Victor Emmanuel.
The author of "I'.ejtctcd Addresses"
preserved the name of a certain Mr,
Pole, as the longest imaginable, in the
well known lines:
Bless every man poxeeatieil of ausht to
R'VO.
1>»ηκ mny Lotit;
Pole live.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

c7

Wcllealoy Tynley Loiih

but Mr. Pole's name was as nothing to
the titles of the king of Italy, many of
which are derived from the older kingdom of Sardinia. Where his titles end
It might be dlllic-ult to say, but they
begiu, kin,? »»f Italy. Sardinia, France,
Spain, England, Jerusalem, Greece,
Alexandria and Hamburg, ruler of f.he
midway t;ea. master of the deep and
king of the earth.—Christian Science
Monitor.

Tho Word Bible.
The word Bible is derived from tho
Latin name Biblia, which was treated
as a singular, although it cornea from
the Greek neuter plural meaning "little
This Greek diminutive was
books."
derived from byblus, or papyrus, the
famous material on which undent
books were written. The title "IUble"
was first used about the middle of the
second Christian century in the so culled second epistle of Clement, xlv, 2.

TOLMA Ν

Weaver Pianos, Player Pianos and Organs
PYTHIAN BLOCK,

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE

For Sale I
South Paris Hearse

Less Ttiail ONE-HALF VÉ8
We have

hearse which has been
village for some few years,
a

SOUTH PARIS

Real Estate

and Securities

used in our
all in fine shape, nice double ι tinners, all in extra good repair. Apph

doctor

Hastings Bean

J.

—AT—

ney Pills and η ΓιΟ-ceot bottle made a well
man of me."
They relieve rheumatism
and backache.—A. E. Shurtleff Co., S.
Paris.
tbe

e.

Agent for the

kidneys. My rest was broken by
frequent action of my kidney·*. I was
advised by my doctor to try Foley Kid-

day keeps

1.10

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.,

HIS REST WAS BROKEN.
0. D. Wright, Rosemont, Neb., writes:
"I was bothered with pains In tbe region

a

-85 ·8ο
95 .85 .75
.85 .75

-95

We also have Stone Jars in all sizes from
1 gallon to 35 gallons.

with a brim, as his head must press
the prayer rug a certain number of
times during cu<:h prayer. As the bead
must l«? covered at all times, a fez
or some other lirimless covering must
tie used

apple

Si 15

Pt. 1-2 pt.

We have rubber rings for all sizes of Jars
and Economy Jar Covers.

The Turkleh Fer.
All through the markets of every
Turkish city and village are little
shops where the fez can be pressed
At bis
and ironed for a few cents.
prayers a Moslem could not use a bat

"An

Qt.

2qt.

Lightning at
Safety Valve
I
Double Safety

proached with tbe utmost difficulty on
account of Its eyes being so placed tbut
it can see both ways with equal facility. This faculty enables it to direct
with great precision the rapid storms
of kicks with which it defends Itself.

away."

Full Line of

Of All the Leading Makes.

of my

Destroying Guns.
It may be necessary to destroy gnns
to prevent them falling into the hands
of the enemy, or to make captured
If a small amount of
guns useless.
dynamite or other explosive is avallablo, of course this can be done very
effectively. If not, the breech of the
gun Is closed ami the hinge Joints
smashed as much as possible with α
handspike or pick. If there is time α
few rifle shots flred at the vital pointa
of the gun effectively Jam the mechanWith
ism so as to make It useless.
rliîes, the butts are broken off nnd the
barrels destroyed as much as posslblo.
To do this the rifles are well heated

a

GLASS JARS !

Seeing Backward.
The hnre can see objects behind as
well as in frout. Its eyes are large,
prominent and placed laterally. Its
(Kjwer of seeing things In the rear Is
very noticeable In touring, for, though
tbeVreybouml Is mute while running,
tbe hare is able to Judge to a nicety
tbe exact moment at which it will be
best for It to double. The giraffe,
which Is a very timid animal. Is ap-

In matters of art such a habit of
mind may be valuable. In matters of
truth or of conduct it is, I believe, as
Gilbert
disastrous as it is alluring.
Murray in Atlantic.

Reminiscence of α Star.
My first experience with professionals was at the Empire theater. Tho
Red and Groan Lights.
rooms there were all on the
dressing
It is strange how the color of a light
side of the stage, with the exmakes it more or less visible, irrespec- right
of one in a remote corner,
tive of bis actual brilliancy. To test ception
which was given mo. I had been told
this place two lights of the same
that in a regular company the actors
power—two candles of the same size
were notified at the half hour, the
will do—In two tin boxes and lu earh
hour and the overture; but, as
Iwx perforate a pin hole. Cover one quarter
it happened, there was no overture on
plu hole with green glass and one with
that occasion. I didn't want to go on
red and place them lu a perfectly dark
without being called and seem to bo
room.
To a normal person tbe green
cn amateur, and they forgot all about
will
light
appear Ave times brighter
me until I was misslnor from the scene,
when viewed obliquely than when
and Ί was sent for In what might be
viewed directly, but tbe red light betermed a hurry. It was a very
haves in the opposite way. Most peo- mildly
hot afternoon In May, and I was sitple wlff^ilck up the green light when
"made up" with my hat on and a
looking In some other direction and ting
instead of a dress. Distractnégligé?
will be quite conscious of Its presence,
on a skirt and seizing a
but when they turn tbelr eyes directly edly throwing
feather l»oa and a Jacket I dashed for
toward it they will not see It ut all.
the
Tbe faint red light, on the other hand, the stage and entered through
much to the amusement of the
will not be uoticed at all uutll lookel lake,
audience and tho consternation of the
at directly, when it appears quite
who told me what he thought
manager,
bright, but the instant the eyes are
of me, and I was ill for a week with
turned away from It it is gone.—SL
mortification and decided to abandon
Louis Post-Dispatch.
forever a profession fraught with such
perils.—Margaret Anglin in American
Luoky Thirteen.
Magazine.
Once there was a man who found
tbe number 13 most lucky for himNow York'· Volunteer Firemen.
self.
Ills name was John Hatfield,
Before the paid fire department sysand he was a soldier iu the army of
tem was installed hi New York there
William and Mary, doing guard duty
were among the volunteers some of
at Windsor castle.
One morning bo the most
powerful politician* in tho
was arrested on a charge of having
city. Richard Croker belonged to the
fallen asleep at his post before mid"big six," of which William M. Tweed
night. The court condemned blm to was the organizer and forpman. Sucdie In spite of—or possibly because of— cess in fire
fighting o]>eued upon u cathe fact that bo declared he had beard |
No body of men bad
reer In polities.
tbe greut cathedral clock strike thlr- more social affairs than the volunteer
teeu times when It tolled off the hour
firemen.
There wore parades of fire
of mldulcht After the death seutence
companies, chowder parties, picnics,
had been passed a score of persons
( annual balls, water throwing contests ;
came forward with the statement that,
and at times bitter fights between the
ou tbe ulght In question the clock bad
rival organizations.
So intense was
actually blundered In its count, tuclud-. the political feeling at times that it
lug the shigle stroke for tbe quarter : was related that when Chief of Engihour with Its hour etroke. It was re- !
neers James Gullck was removed from
ported to the king, upou investigation, I oGlce for politicul reasons men who
that the striking apparatus was weak, I received the news when
they were
aud John IlaUield was promptly parfighting a fire quit their work and
doned.—St Louis Globe-Democrat
could only be induced to return when
they were deceived Into believing that
the rumor was false.
{
A man does his t>est when he Is
The legislature passed the law creatcheerful. A light heart makes nimble
bunds and keeps tbe mind free and ing tho paid lire department on Maix-h
80, ISoô.—New York Times.
(
ilert

j

lo tbe zoological gardens Id London
til» autliropoid uihjs have been kept
alive during recent years by shutting
them iu behind glass not to protect tbe
visitors from tbem. but to protect tbem
from tbe visitors— that la to any, from
tbe microbes tbat man barbora in hie
mouth. Man has more or less successfully learned how to disarm those invaders. but they will readily destroy
those near relatives of his whose bodies have not learned how to resist
tbem. Mankind bas no better friends
than those who, like Metchuikoff, teach
us whut to do and what not to do in

us

Nitroglycerin.
Nitroglycerin is α fearfully dangerous explosive and at a temperature of
Jul." 100 degrees—that in, very little

We have

Monkey· and Microbes.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

to

"Not much in those adages," commented tbe physician. "I make my vacation money out of green apple cases."

C. W. BOWKER,
A. F. GOLDSMITH,
L. A. BROOKS,

DID THE OLD MAN GOOD.
Clough, of Prentiss, Ml»*., is
seventy-seven years old and had trouble

30tf

Geo. W.

Assessors of South Paris

Village Corporation

with his kidneys for many year». He
writes that Foley Kidney Pills did him
He used many remedies,
much good.
but this ih tbe only one tbat ever helped
15 minute*' drive to di p if, 10 arrt·*,
him. No man, young or old, can afford 20U
bearing apple ireee estimated 100
to neglect symptoms of kidney trouble
bbls. Chin seaecri, bouse and stable tioe
A. E. Shurtleff Co., S. Parle.

Harm for Sale in Auburn.

I liavt; both

Ε. M. DEN'NEN,
Park Ave., Auburu, Me.

bane is women who want to try
38 39
on the hats."
"I'm not bothered that way," said tbe
olerk In the hosiery department."

farm

κ

Loans

and

investments

can:

ν

made.
Examination of titles

a

Twenty years' experience

spec'

·'··

in

v

work.
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"My

village and

erty, also high grade bonds for

Yes—Many People

have told us the same story—diî'r..sa
after eating, gases, heartburn. Λ

Dyspepsia
Tablet

VEWSPAPER MAN RECOMMENDS IT.
R R. Wentworth of tbe St. James (Mo )
News, write»: "A severe cold settled in

before and after each meal will relieve
you. Sold only by us—25c.
Choi, H. Howard Co.

lungs, I feared pneumonia, Folej's
fl'-ncy and Tur straightened me up im-

my

mediately. I rccommend this genuine
cough and lung medicine." Right now
thousands of hay fever and asthma sufferers are thankful for this wonderful
lulling and soothing remedy.—Α. Ε
Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.

Tbe head stenographer was a blonde
again.
"She bad to do it," explained the
office boj ; "dark hair looks dit against
this new mahogany office furniture."

Brick, Cement,

"We cau't

possibly

go away.

away in ntyle. I'll rh
you can (jdod an an to trip."
can

ko

fishing

and

That
That will fit.
safe.
If in need send

Citrolax

with size.

CITROLAX

Get

one

are

by

next mail

tuf

O.

>our sytitem cleansed, eweet and wholeAsk (or Citrolax.—A. £. ShurtlelT Co., S. Parle.
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Rastus git married
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Hi· Piece In 8chool.
Aunt—Is It true. Johnny. thnt you
ore nt tho foot of your class? Johnny—
Not quite. I'm Jnst above the nnkle.—
Philadelphia Rulletin

n.

What Is the Best ;*->ei;iecy For

People Like Pie

cause

mischief than even malice and
wickedness. —P. W Robertson.

more

Especially when the crust
is the crisp, flaky, tender
kind that William Tell

How's Tliis?

IWe offer One Hundred Dollar· R·ward for any case of Catarrh that can·
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Hall's Catarrh Cure has been taken
by catarrh sufferers for the past
îhlrty-flve years, and ha· become
known as the most reliable remedy for
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure acts thru
the Blood on the Mucous surfaces, expelling the Poison from the Blood and
healing the diseased portions.
After you have taken Hall's Catarrh
Cure for a short time you will see a
great improvement in your general
Health. Start taking Hall's Catarrh
Cure at once and get rid of catarrh.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENET & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
8old by all Druggists, 76c.

makes—the digestible, wholecrust that brings everyone back for a second piece.
eonie

They like Witli&m Tell cake
just as well, and William Tell
bread, biscuits and muffins.
The reason? Ohio Red Winter

Wheat and a special process of
milling obtainable only in
<»)

Constipation?

This is a question askc 1 ω many time*
each day. The answer is
We guarantee them to he ? iti-f otvry
to you. Bold only by us, lu ceuta.
Cha·. H. Howard Co.

ΛΟΤΙί Κ-tat·
Ιη the T>l*trtct Court of the I'titt··
the Idatrlctof Maine. In Bankrupt'-;·"·
Id the matter of

LOUIS Itl.OCK, alla»
!.. BLOCK.
of Kumfotd, Bankrupt

|i,nkri:i>i·

I. ΠΙ
To the credltora of l.ouln it
In the County of Oxford an·! d:-i
ti
on
Notice I» hereby given that
Sept., Α. Π. 1915, th.· said I out- H
■'
Block, wa» duly adjudicated bankrupt
the llrtt meeting of hie creditor» »ι·
the office of the Iteferee, No. * Mm ki t >,
,f -· :
'th 'laj
'lay
South
uth I'arl*, Maine, on the i'th
n
A. l>. 1915, at lo o'clock In the fore η > η, it
tl.··'"
Uine
I
ne the
puld credltora may atten·!, pro»·
!·.·»:
»ri:pt.
a tnmtee. examine tl··
claim»,
ilme,
appoint
-r,
.t. II]
.1
Λ||,Λ11
flli
P:"·'
may
luudiic** a»1
eueh other
ami
transact βηΛι,
ly come l)Cfore «aid meeting.
South l'arle, Sept. II, 1015.
WALTER L. IJRW.
$.40
Referee lu. Bankrupt·-)
■

1
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These organs are so important to
the bodily health, that we want 'to
show you how to keep them well. Indigestion, dyspepsia, biliousness, sick

100

and numerous

Acres,

cp°ur£

Woods

other ills come from faulty stomach
and bowel action. "L. F." Atwood's
Medicine is so safe and speedy, that
1 1-2 story brick houee of nix ronran Id
once you try it, you will not want to
be without a bottle of it in the house, β nod repair; pasture for 3 bead; 10 acred
Thousands have used it with daily h raootb
tillage, good well of water.
benefit, during the past sixty years.
Let us send you a trial bottle free. ] Excellent
opening for Poultry
Write your name and address, very
Farming.
plainly, on a postal, and mail it to us,
today. We will send you the free
For
information
phone or call od
sample postpaid by return mail.
FREE.—O»· receipt of a yellow outside
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
we will

$700.

TIii Dennis Pike Agency,

Needle Books with a
grade needles, useful

n.F.*MIMCINlCa, Ρ*«ΜλΙ»

,,;i !'

frco. oldest uk'enry ί··Γn-curm* 1 v·
I'utenta taken through >îuim Λ Lu. η
iptcial notice, without cliurgo, tu tlia

ki'iii

fie
oulv known, chile,
keeps rltfht nn worklu'."— Ronton Tran

send one of our
assortment of high
every family.

Τπλοε Mîpxs
Uesigns
COPVPÎÛHTS &.C.

...

"Goodness

in

OVER 65 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Anrnne
ig ft fMrii i.i.<S 11. tri:
qtllcitlf aicortiiiu «-tir ·>ι■·(·!·ίι free
Invention I· probably patentable. < η

Mystery.

yood

TO LET.
Piv.'-rooui cottage hou-*«, with batl·.
on WJie:-ier S'ree', S<»ntli l'art··
DENNIS ΙΊΚΚ REAL
ESTATE AG Ε Ni'V.
34tf
Norway, M « I n··

Pythian Block, South Paris, Me.

and reliable family medicine and frees
children from cough*, colds, croup and
whooping cough. Parents may save
trouble by giving before school opens.—
A. E. ShurtletT Co., S. Paria.

headachc, constipation

BLOCK

Maine

A fine selection of Records
ilways in stock. Come in and
listen to them.

siderlng barring children with colds from
school. Foley's Honey and Tar is an old

FREE MEDICINE

PYTHIAN

KO Β

Phonographs

SCHOOLS MAY BAR CHILDREN.
Common colds are contagious and

For Stomach, Liver, Bowels

v.

CO., General Insurance

Edison Diamond Disc

yet."

Misunderstandings nnd neglect

·<.

>

t:

TOLMAN South Paris,

JEJ

Λΐί KNT

Caller—"Marjorie, if you drink ho
much tea you will be an old maid."
Marjorie—"I don't believe that at ail.
Mama drinks lots of tea and she's born
married twice and isn't an old maid

"What did old

all

C. E. TOLMAN

Norway, Maine.

some.

for Γ

mas·

for sale

South Paris, Maine.

perfectly

fifteen cents

WM. C. LEAVITT

Rest tliluK fur con-tipation, sour stoni
ach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels.
Stops a sick headache almost af once.
Gives a moat thorough and satisfactory
duelling—do pain, no nausea. Keeps

ate

that

everything

hard and

J. Β. COLE &

we

and

CITBOI.AX

boarde of health in many cities

Wood Fiber Plaster,

on

We have

nothing but old clothen."
"Nonsense, wife. In that cane,

Concrete Blocks,

CHIMNEY FIDE STGPPERS

MANY COMPLAINTS HEARD.
This summer many persons ar» complaining of headaches, lame backs, rbeu
matisnt, biliousness anil of beirnj "alway*
tired." Aches, pains and ills caused by
kidueye not doing their work yir-ld
quickly »o Foley Kidney Pills. They hi lp
elimination, jiive sound sleep and make
you feel better —A. E. Suurtleff Co., S
Paris.

*

Norway,

Maine.

NOTICE.
< ·'
Γη the District Court of the Unite·! ^t-it· *
the Dlatrlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
I η the matter of
)
Edwin K. How κ anil I οττικ I
O. 11 « > w κ, I ti 11 ν 1< 111 a 11 y ami I
aa co partr.cn» under the Sin Bankruptcy.
Arm name of

Norway Itakery,

of Norway, Bankrupt. J
I
To the creditor* of Edwin K. Howe an·!
tie O. Howe, Individually ami as co partner*
t!·
In
under the Arm name of Norway Itakery
County of Oxford ιιη·1 dlatrlct aforeaaM
11th
day
on
the
la
that
Notice
hereby given
Howe
Sept., Λ. I). 1915, the aald Kilwln K.
<><
ami l.ottle O. Howe, ln<llvlilu.illy an·! ai>
partner· under the llrm name of Norway Itakery
were duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the t.r-i
meeting of their creditor will ite heM at the oil"
of the Referee, No. β Market Square, Soutli
Parle, Maine, on the 29th day of Sept., Α. Ι>· I1'5·
toi
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time
«aid creditor* may attend, prove their claim»,
an
appointa truatee, examine the bankrupt,
tranaact *uch other bualnea* aa may propct >
come before said meeUug.
South Parla, Sept. 11,1915.
WALTER L. GRAY,

t±40

itkmli Bankruptcy-

